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Bethel
AME
118th
anniversary
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Cleared of
House
Ethics
Charges

BY JEANIE BLUE
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
Members and supporters
of historic Bethel African
Methodist
Episcopal
(AME) Church showed up
and showed out at its
Praise and Prayer Breakfast. Held last Saturday
morning, the breakfast was
the kickoff for the 118th
year anniversary celebration.
“This church is a beacon to so many lives. It’s a
torch guiding many generations. I’m glad to be a part
of the future to extend the
legacy of Bethel AME,”
said
youth
member
Dwineshia Latimore.
More than 150 attendees were treated to a traditional southern breakfast
with bacon, sausage, eggs,
grits and biscuits, while listening to praise songs provided by the music
ministry of Bethel.
Among the prayers rendered, Sister Ruth Johnson
offered the prayer of
thanksgiving, the Rev.
Bryant Fayson of Bethel
AME offered the prayer of
humility and Sister Gwendolyn Reese offered the
prayer of perseverance.
“Bethel is not just surviving, but is thriving,”
Reese stated. “AfricanAmerican people have an
intimate relationship with
perseverance. Perseverance, faith and trust are
how African-American people got over. A day-by-day
See BETHEL, page 6

BY FREDDIE ALLEN
NNPA Washington
Correspondent

The Deuces Come Alive
BY HOLLY KESTENIS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
There used to be a place
in St. Petersburg where
African Americans congregated and could feel at
home. That place was the
strip along 22nd Street
South, and in the 1960s it
was the place to be.
Today, community
members are moving forward in their mission to
revitalize the area and
bring its rich historical
culture to the forefront,
while attempting to stimulate the area’s economic
growth.
The headquarters for
the Deuces Live Main
Street Office, located at
1221 22nd St. S., held a

day of service and dedication honoring the historic
strip known to longtime
residents
as
the
“Deuces.”
Oretha Pope played
mistress of ceremonies,
and kicked off Saturday’s
event with flair introducing local community officials and guests who
remembered the good
old days along 22nd
Street.
Because of St. Petersburg’s segregation laws,
tensions were high in the
city with African Americans being forced to live
in certain areas, while
also being forbidden
from entering areas
where whites frequented.
Too young to remember when the Dueces

were alive with activity,
Andrea Peaten has certainly heard the stories.
“It was our downtown
for many, many years and
people can attest to certain things like the Manhattan Casino,” said
Peaten. “That’s where
everyone would come,
Duke Ellington, Ella
Fitzgerald. We couldn’t
go see them perform anywhere else, [but] we
could see them perform
here.”
The Deuces came to
be known as the place to
be and established itself
in the hearts of the black
community. Pastor Martin Rainey, Chairman of
the Juvenile Welfare
Board South Council, remembers the time he

spent along 22nd Street
fondly. A band leader in
his youth, Rainey gave
the crowd a snapshot of
what it was like in those
early days.
“I started on 15th Avenue and would work my
way all the way up to the
Manhattan Casino, playing drums. That’s where
the big time was,” he related
Fast forward to today,
some 40 years later and
Pastor Rainey’s passion
has shifted more to the
church and their role in
the development of black
culture.
He relayed to those in
attendance the importance of prayer and reminded everyone that
churches have always
See DEUCES, page 8

Parents speak out on education
BY HOLLY KESTENIS
Staff Writer

Clergy in attendance at
the breakfast.

WASHINGTON (NNPA)
– After three years of steadfastly declaring her innocence, Rep. Maxine Waters
(D-Calif.) has been finally exonerated of allegations that
she violated ethics codes in
connection with her role in
advocating for the inclusion
of minority-owned banks in
the federal government’s
Troubled Asset Relief Program.
Charges were filed
against Waters with the
House Ethics Committee
when it was discovered that
her
husband,
Sidney
Williams, owned shares in
OneUnited Bank, one of the
black-owned financial institutions that benefited from
TARP funds.
Williams also served on
the bank’s board from January 2004 to April 2008. By
September 2008, at the peak
of Great Recession, OneUnited was on its last legs. The
bank’s failure would have gutted Williams’ investment. In
December 2008, a $12 million
dollar life raft, courtesy of
TARP, rescued the bank and
Williams’ stock.
The House Ethics Committee conducted an investigation
that
spanned
President Obama’s first term
in office, lasting more than
1,200 days. At issue was
whether Waters was acting
on behalf of OneUnited or
seeking to protect her husband’s investment.
Congressional Black Caucus Chairman Emanuel
Cleaver (D-Mo.) said there
never should have been an in-

ST. PETERSBURG –
Local parents and members of the community
gathered at the Jobs
Corps, located at 500
22nd St. S., Saturday in
an effort to raise parental
involvement among area
children, especially those
who reside in South
County.
Parents took center
stage as they stood in
front of a group of their

peers and spoke out on
the personal trials and
tribulations they have ex-

perienced as parents raising kids to be educated
adults.

Gulfport Mayor, Mike
Yakes, was the first to
speak on the subject.
Setting aside politics for
a moment, he spoke to
the audience as a parent,
grandparent, and a recent guardian of his 14year-old son.
“Work has been
taught to me through my
parents and I live that
right of bringing home
the paycheck and making sure my children
have all of the blessings

L-R, Anita George, Pastor Martin Rainey and
Delquanda Turner
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OPINION
Countdown to election

BY JONATHAN SCOTT

As we near the presidential election of 2012, we must
recognize that there are still
a number of registered and
non registered voters who
have not decided who they
are going to vote for.
These are voters who
have traditionally chosen not
to participate in elections because of the choices they
had. Their choices were the
lesser of two evils. Unfortunately for this country that is
just what we got — the
lesser of two evils for the
eight years prior to President Obama.
We can’t forget how
those politicians campaigned
in our communities with
promises to make things better for the country. They are
so skill at what they do that
they have made political
mumbo jumbo an art form.

Well again let’s call a
spade a spade and look at exactly what we got for those
eight years besides inept
politicians. We got the near
collapse of Wall Street; a virtual collapse of the housing
market; outsourcing of jobs
to people and countries that
are still learning to speak
English and high tech con
artists stealing their clients
hard earned savings and investments.
We got all that and something else: wars and more
promises of war. Those
elected officials got this
country into conflicts that really had nothing to do with
bettering the indigenous
people of those occupied
countries, but had every
thing to do with lining the
pockets of high level government officials and CEO’s of
major corporations.
There was a time when
going to war created a kind
of patriotism among its citizens that acknowledge their
involvement and support of
the government. However,
the recent conflicts waged
by this country had very little to with national security,
but everything to do with establishing new markets
around the world so that the
rich ultimately become
wealthy and the wealthy becomes wealthier.

This is the first election
since Roosevelt where the issues are clearly defined. The
electorate is either for helping the poor man or helping
the already rich. Remember,
it did not take long for the adversaries of the poor and
middle class to engineer
their goals and they made no
bones about it. They planned
and did everything within
their power to get President
Obama out of the White
House.
For those voters who are
still sitting on the fence and
are still undecided who to
vote for, take a look at your
saving account. If it is not in
line with that one percent of
the population that currently
controls 90 percent of the
wealth in this country, then
the choice for you should be
clear.
Let’s not forget that the
primary reason President
Obama got so many of us to
vote for him in the last election was because we understood what he was saying.
He at least appears to have a
spine and a heart. We all
may not agree with what he
is saying, but we certainly
understand what he is saying and for that clarity of mission he deserves another
four years to complete his
objectives.

Parent of the Week Award
ST. PETERSBURG — This award is not a contest; rather the purpose of the
award is to celebrate parental engagement in education by parents and caring
adults. While encountering many challenges, these parents continue to be engaged
in all aspects of their children’s lives.

The proud parents of three children,
and are in contact with the schools a few
times each week.
"We also assist our children by providing enrichment opportunities that enhance the confidence of their lives."
- Joseph and Janice Smith

A parent of two children, one currently in public school and the other in
college.
"I assist my youngest child by communicating daily and providing the tools necessary to success in and out of school. Also
I have found the Portal (school online system) to be a useful communication tool. "
- Marie Price

From ETHICS, page 1

vestigation in the first place.
“Nobody wants to come
to the defense of a member of
Congress, even if that member of Congress has been
falsely accused and everybody knows it,” said Rep.
Cleaver (D-Mo.).
As Waters continued to
profess her innocence, a
leaked memo revealed that
the Ethics Committee had

engaged in questionable behavior, forcing five Republican members to recuse
themselves from the case.
Veteran Washington lawyer
Billy Martin, an AfricanAmerican, was brought in to
serve as independent counsel.
Last Friday, Martin reported that there was no evidence that Waters breached

the ethics code, effectively
exonerating the 11-term congresswoman, pending the full
vote by the ethics committee.
“The exoneration of [Rep.
Waters] is a demonstration in
no small part to the unjaundiced [sic] work of the new
ethics committee and it’s also
a statement of their courage,”
said Cleaver.

Companies continue to insult black
consumers

BY GEORGE E. CURRY
NNPA Columnist

When I was in the
process of reading and
writing about Nielsen and
the National Newspaper
Publishers Association’s
report on African-American buying power for this
week’s Black newspapers,
I was reminded of how
many top companies continue to take advantage of
Black consumers while
providing little, if anything, in return.
They are not the only
ones at fault – so are we.
People treat you the way
you allow them to treat
you. The same can be said
of corporations, though
they are not, as Mitt Romney contends, people. The
Nielsen report notes that
Black spending power,
which totals $695 billion a
year, is expected to soar to
$1.1 trillion by 2015. And
very few of those dollars
are reinvested by advertising in the Black media.
It’s a matter of respect.
As Black publishers point
out, if a company advertises in the Washington
Post or the New York
Times, it could be speaking to anyone. However,
when it advertises in the
Black media, we know
they are speaking directly
to our audience and are
taking us seriously as valued consumers.
For the most part,
that’s not happening.
When Nielsen lists the
top companies advertising
with Black media, some
familiar
names
are
nowhere to be found.
Eight of the top U.S. 10
banks are not on the list of
top 10 financial/insurance
companies advertising in
the Black media.
JP Morgan Chase has
overtaken Bank of America as the top bank in the
U.S., with assets of $2.2
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Let the “banksters”
know how you feel about
their actions.
To add insult to injury,
$182.5 billion of our tax
dollars went to bail out
American International
Group – or Notorious
AIG., as comedian Bill
Maher calls them – but
they have not reciprocated with the Black
media. AIG, the largest insurance company in the
world, is MIA.
You can’t turn on the
television without seeing
one of those horrendous
man/ape commercials
about
GEICO.
Yet,
GEICO is monkeying
around with us by also
being absent from the list
of top advertisers.
African
Americans
over index on mobile
phones. Verizon is a top
advertiser with the Black
media but not AT&T,
Sprint or T-Mobile. If they
haven’t joined the list by
next year, we should pull
the plug on them.
At various times and to
varying degrees, Jesse
Jackson, Al Sharpton and
the NAACP, among others, have had a public
grading system for Corporate America. But that
measurement has been
abandoned. It’s time to reinstate it. Instead of competing with one another,
this is an excellent opportunity to prove that our
civil rights organizations
have what they call “operational unity” and join together to produce an
annual Economic Report
Card. Given its ties to Corporate America, perhaps
Marc Morial and the National Urban League can
take the lead on this. It’s
time for leaders to lead.
As Jackson said at the
press conference releasing the Nielsen report on
Black buying power, perhaps we should stop
boasting about our spending power and closely examine what companies
spend with us. And based
on those findings, we
should do what the lady
who reads the church announcements each Sunday admonishes – govern
ourselves accordingly.

W e e ncourage L etters t o t he e ditor

Lyn Johnson,

The Weekly Challenger

trillion. Don’t shed any
tears for second-place
Bank of America, which
has assets of $2.13 trillion,
or CitiGroup with $1.8 trillion. Neither of them is
among the top 10 entities
advertising with the Black
media.
But African Americans
hold checking or savings
accounts at all three
banks. Let’s put them on
notice by sending them a
copy of this column and
my story, which is carried
in this week’s NNPA papers and is posted on
BlackPressUSA.com. Tell
them that by the time the
next
Nielsen
report
comes out a year from
now if they are not on that
list, they will be added to
one of our lists, not the
one people brag about.
If banks can disregard
us, we can disregard them
by closing our accounts
and moving them to a
bank that shows its appreciation. If you have accounts at either JP
Morgan Chase, Bank of
America, CitiBank (CitiGroup), Bank of New
York Mellon, PNC Financial Services, State Street
Corp., Capital One or SunTrust Banks, put them on
notice today that they will
lose a valuable customer if
they continue along this
path.
In terms of a national
campaign, I suggest first
focusing on the three
largest banks. Here’s contact information for their
top official:
Mr. James Dimon
Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer
JP Morgan Chase
270 Park Avenue, 39th
Floor
New York, NY 10017
Phone: 212-270-1111
Fax: 212-270-1121
Email Address:
jamie.dimon@jpmchase.com
Mr. Brian T. Moynihan
Chief Executive Officer
Bank of America Corp.
100 N. Tryon St.
Charlotte, N.C. 28255
Phone: 704-386-5681
Email: Brian.T.Moynihan@bankofamerica.com
Mr. Vikram Pandit
CEO
CitiBank
399 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Phone 212-793-1201 or
212-559-1000
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Keenan Rogers: A life of laughter
Community Spotlight
DEXTER MCCREE

Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
It’s funny how Keenan
Rogers sees things in life.
The simple things that most
see as common and normal,
brings laughter and a bit of
twist for the young aspiring
comedian.
He calls it a third eye.
Maybe people are just funny
to him. Maybe there’s a hidden talent and then maybe,
Keenan is just a funny guy.
“You see people walking
in the store and they just
make me laugh,” explained
Keenan. “I don’t laugh in
their face because I don’t
want to hurt anyone’s feeling. But, I’ll tell my brother
and we’ll laugh together.”
Keenan is a 15 year old
natural introvert according
to most standards. He walks
with a gentle spirit but, an
explosive laughter. He’s a
tall, slim, gentleman with a
knack for politeness and
kindness.
“Keenan has always
been a quiet child,” said his
mother Donna Harris. “We
try to get him to get out and
meet people. Keenan stays
to himself. His mind is always working.”
Comedy is bringing new
laughter and new experiences to Keenan and to his
family.
“This summer I went to

By Emma Cavin • Staff Writer

Kay Edwards and
Linda Williams
Best Friends and Birthday Celebrants

Keenan Rogers
Caleb’s Motivational Camp
and we did a lot of public
speaking,
exclaimed
Keenan.
“The camp is a leadership development camp so
we did a lot of leadership activities. There was one
speaker who came and
needed someone to put on a
costume to be “Dr. Cleo”
and Pastor asked me if I
would be the character and
I did. It was a lot of fun.”
Keenan’s breakout has
been fascinating to say the
least. It really is … well,
quite funny.
“I see all that Keenan
wants to do and I have to
wonder, who is this child?”
laughed his mother. “At
church, he’s playing the
drums, he’s greeting people
as they come in and he’s
feeling very comfortable
with it all.”
A
9th
grader
at

Community
Christian,
Keenan has his eyes set on
great achievements and it’s
no laughing matter.
“I want to be the class
president. I’m a leader and
I can do just as well as anybody else. I have a vision
and I have a purpose,” finished Keenan.
Keenan has interest in
being a mechanic. He also
wants to be a member of the
Police S.W.A.T. team. St. Petersburg Police Officers
Mark Williams and Johnny
Harris spent time with him
this summer as presenters
at Caleb’s Camp.
“I liked when the police
officers came,” said Rogers.
“They were very motivating.
Officer Harris was funny.”
Imagine that; Keenan
Rogers, the introvert, future
class president and visionary, finding something
funny to make him laugh.

www.T he w eekly C hallenger n ewspaper . Com

Kay Edwards was expecting to have a
grand time on her birthday. She invited a
few friends and family members over for a
backyard cookout with a barrel of crabs on
the side.
When she returned home from picking
up her nieces and nephews, however, she
was asked to pick up other people, people
she had not invited. After thinking about it
for a moment, Kay wondered whether she
had enough food for the number of people
she counted sitting around tables in the
back yard.
What Kay was not aware of was the fact
that her parents, Jock and Janette Edwards,
had planned for her birthday to be a much
bigger affair than the small gathering she
had envisioned.
Stocked in the refrigerator in the
garage were enough sides in casserole
dishes and foil pans to feed more than a
hundred people. Tossed salad, potato salad,
macaroni salad, baked beans, macaroni
and cheese, green beans, and collard
greens covered two whole six foot tables.
On another table, a very large birthday
cake waited to be cut. For everyone there,
the party was a welcome activity for the end
of summer.
Cousins, friends, neighbors, even her
brother from New Jersey were there to celebrate. What a surprise! Kay’s sister,
Jamie, and her friend, Linda worked behind the scenes to help her parents prepare
food, notify party-goers and find the right
gift for her.
Once the party got started, all anxieties
disappeared and everyone had fun.
Teens and children played music and

Linda Williams, left,
with Kay Edwards
danced in the garage or on the driveway.
Adults enjoyed quiet games, television, and
good conversations.
An extra bonus was the fact that Kay’s
best friend, Linda, was also celebrating her
birthday. Although they were born a couple of years apart, Kay and Linda have celebrated birthdays together since the first
year they met.
The two of them related the story of
how they met many years ago when
Linda’s family moved next door to Kay’s
grandmother. They were excited to discover that they were born on the same day.
They soon realized how much they enjoyed doing the same things, reading the
same kinds of books, watching the same
movies.
They are adults now, but that has not
changed. At least once a week, the two of
them get together with other friends or
family members to do something together.
Everyone wished them a happy birthday,
and many more to come.
Kay was a school bus driver in New Jersey. After arriving in St. Petersburg, she
has worked for a retail garment company
and put her all into playing her role as number one aunt to her many nieces and
nephews. Her siblings praise Kay for always helping others.
Linda grew up in St. Petersburg. She
has worked in the hospitality industry and
just enjoys doing things for others.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
A mature dreamer
BY DEXTER MCCREE
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
The hustle and bustle of
New York presented a challenge for Audrey Wilson.
There was a son whom she
loved and envisioned great
things happening for him,
but the “Big City” presented challenges.
There were even air pollutants that complicated
her breathing. However,
she maintained hope, realizing she is still in pursuit of
her God given dream. So
what does a single mother
do when life presents itself
dark? Wilson decided to
press and pursue.
“I refused to walk in defeat, nor let the streets have
my child,” declared Wilson.
“I’m gifted, have dreams
and I’m going to make it.”
That “go get it” attitude
led Wilson from Brooklyn
to St. Petersburg in 1992.
With no job but big
dreams, the pursuit became a mission.
“What a big change,”
said Wilson. “I could
breathe fresh air and a
change from the hustle and
bustle. Now, it was down to
business.”
Wilson began to do a
self-evaluation. Multi-talented, check!
Learn
quickly, check! Skillful with
the computer, check! Good
attitude with people, check!
She was now ready to pursue her new life.
With her many skills,
good work ethic, dreams
and a child to care for, Wil-

son quickly landed a job
with the State of Florida as
a secretary for a child protective investigative unit
and later with Pinellas
County Clerk’s Office.
Things were working
out. She was helping people while enhancing her
skills. She was taking care
of two children while keeping them in a safe environment. She was happy about
life.
But, there was that one
dream that stayed in the
back of her mind. For years
she drilled in her sons to
get an education and then a
good job.
“Prepare yourself so
that you’ll have a good life.”
Her own voice began to
ring louder and louder.
How can you teach a message that you haven’t done?
“When I graduated
from high school I went to
college and had fun,” said
Wilson. “I probably had
too much fun. I didn’t take
care of all things that I
needed to. That experience
has helped me encourage
students now to take school
more seriously and do it
while you are young.”
The voice of Wilson’s
deferred dream called for
her to pursue and complete
what was started some
twenty years earlier. She is
now enrolled in St. Petersburg College in the Hospitality
Tourism
and
Management Program.
Self- described as a “mature student,” she is the
senior in most of her
classes.

Dutiful Doves

Audrey Wilson
“The age difference
doesn’t bother me at all,”
said Wilson. She explains
she is in college classes
with
students
young
enough to be her grandchildren.
“In fact, it’s flattering
that I can still hang with the
younger minds and I’m
doing pretty good,” said
Wilson.
With a 3.5 grade point
average, pretty good is an
understatement for the
“mature student” who is
the mother of two and still
pursuing her dreams.
“I’m enjoying life,” said
Wilson. “Some days are really tough with school,
work and a home to take
care of. I want the opportunity to travel and see other
places. My faith in God and
church family helps to keep
me encouraged. What’s important is to know that no
matter how much time you
have wasted or how long it
may take, follow your
dreams and don’t stop until
you can dream no more.”

VOTER REGISTRATION DEADLINE –
OCTOBER 9
For November 6 General Election

Top (L-R): Tikela Edwards, Daphne Miller, Tamika Berry, Renee Brown,
Eloise Thompson, Takeshia Long, Kareesa Keys
Seated: Rosie Nesbitt, Lisa Wilson, Dr. Juanita Wilson, Sylvia Umar
Not pictured: Brandie Williams-Macon and Kay Mullen
BY TAKESHIA LONG

The Zeta Gamma Zeta
Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority Inc., elected new
officers to serve for the upcoming sorority year Saturday, Sept. 8.
The Zeta Gamma Zeta
Chapter was chartered
April 15, 1955, and since
that day, they have committed themselves to upholding Zeta Phi Beta’s
principles of scholarship,

service, sisterly love and
finer womanhood.
The chapter has also
charged themselves with
fostering charity, civil and
cultural endeavors as well
as supporting the sorority’s
campaign of Z-Hope (Zetas
Helping Other People
Excel- through Mind, Body
and Spirit).
This group consists of
women from various backgrounds and boasts interests that range from

education to performing
arts. They have been, and
will continue to be, a prominent presence in the community through their
programs, outreach and
partnerships with other organizations.
The board has accepted
the charge of serving as
the face of Zeta Gamma
Zeta and keeping both the
chapter’s and the sorority’s
name in every heart and
mind in the community.

56th Wedding Anniversary
“A Celebration of Love” anniversary party
for M.B. and Lillie Bryant was given by their
children Barbara Ann, Annie Ruth, Diane, Ronnie, Larry, Kenny and Michael a few weeks ago.
Their 16 grandchildren, 31 great-grand
children, 3 great-great grandchildren, other
family members and friends all joined in on
the celebration.
Coming from the “big town” of Pidcock,
Ga., to St. Petersburg, the Bryants joined
Moore’s Chapel AME Church, where they
are still active and supportive members/officers of many of its boards and auxiliaries.
Using the skills Lillie taught them, her
children and grandchildren prepared a lavish and delicious dinner that was enjoyed by
all. It was a wonderful sight to see everyone
– young, middle-aged and older ones, participate in the celebration.
Love at first sight does not compare to the
love they share these 56 years and counting.

New registrations must be made by October 9
Voter Registration Applications are available at:
Public Libraries
Supervisor of Elections Offices
• Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
• OPEN Saturday, October 6, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Tax Collector Offices
Online at www.votepinellas.com
Keep your address, name and signature
information updated
Address changes within the county can be
made by phone
The General Election will require two ballot
cards – over 5 feet long!
All voters can vote by mail. Mail ballots are
included in final election results. To vote at
your convenience, request a mail ballot.
Visit www.votepinellas.com
or call (727) 464-VOTE (8683)
for more information

Deborah Clark
Pinellas County Supervisor of Elections

Prayer breakfast kicks off 118th anniversary
From BETHEL, page 1

decision not to give up is
perseverance, an inner
fire of determination,
faith and trust in God.”
It was this intimate relationship with faith, trust
and determination that
the African Methodist
Episcopal Church was
founded.
When our ancestors
were told to get up from
their knees while praying
in the Methodist church
owned by European
Americans in Philadelphia, they got up and decided to do something
about it.
They left that church,

Ruth Johnson and Gwen Reese

bought a blacksmith shop
and turned that into the
first AME church in
America.
The local church
legacy continues with

other events planned to
commemorate the official
anniversary, which will be
held Sun., Nov. 3 at the
church located at 912 3rd
Ave. N.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
28th annual crime prevention fest
ST. PETERSBURG —
The Pinellas County Urban
League celebrated its 28th
Annual “Black-on-Black
Crime Prevention Run and
Festival in the Park” last
Sat., Sept. 15. This year’s
theme was “Run Crime out
of our Communities.”
Several elected officials
from the City of St. Petersburg attended the event
and were pleased with the
efforts of the Urban
League in supporting
crime prevention and
bringing the awareness to
the forefront of the prevailing issue that often degenerate the black community.
“Our mission is to help
draw attention to the issue
of crime and violence
everywhere, not just in the
black community, to help
make our communities
safer, to provide positive alternatives for young people and to assist whoever
asks for our help to the
best of our ability,” said L.
Haynes, president and
CEO of the Pinellas
County Urban League.
This was not just another day in the park; this
was a true labor of love for
the nearly 50 Urban
League volunteers. The
event attracted 136 runners and walkers to the
Childs Park Recreation

Center including educators, ministers, youth, parents and other community
members all excited about
participating.
A strong support of law
enforcement agencies including the St. Petersburg
Police Department, Clearwater Police Department,
Florida Highway Patrol,
Pinellas County Sherriff’s
Department and St. Petersburg Road Patrol volunteers all came out to show
their support.
Assistant Chief Luke
Williams, of the St. Petersburg Police Department
has participated in this
event since its inception.
“People know the importance of this symbolic
run. It creates unity and
solidarity between the
community and law enforcement officers. The
run allows young people to
see law enforcement from
a different perspective, not
as someone they should be
afraid to approach, rather
as a friend,” said Williams.
The enthusiasm heightened as the first runner
and overall winner of this
year’s event crossed the
finish line. Thomas Brown
(30-39 age category) completed the 5K completion
with a race time of 17 minutes and 25 second.

Calendar
Of events
Courtesy of

Watson Haynes, Army Sergeant Reuben Fornah,
Wengay Newton
Another highlight was
US Army Sergeant Reuben
Fornah, a member of the
local Recruiting Command
completed the race with a
weighted backpack and
wearing combat boots.
The human element of
caring was in full force during the community event.
Volunteers
and
staff
worked tirelessly registering runners, preparing free
food, and overseeing the
event in its entirety.
Haynes, along with
members of the Urban
League’s Board of Directors, extended sincere
thanks to the entire Pinellas County community for
supporting the 2012 Crime
Prevention Run & Festival.
This year’s sponsors

included the Florida Office
of the Attorney General,
Bright House Networks,
Progress Energy, Tampa
Bay Rays, Tech Data,
Ceridian, General Dynamics, Hooters, TECO, SunTrust, Tampa Bay Times,
Pepsi Beverages Company,
Lockheed Martin and others are greatly appreciated.
For the latest information on how to become a
volunteer with the Pinellas
County League for one of
the many human service
programs or fundraising
efforts, please contact
PCUL at (727) 327-2081 or
visit the website at
www.pcul.org.

Saturday, Sept. 29 — The League of Women
Voters and Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.Zeta
Upsilon Omega Chapter will host a voter
education session from 10 a.m. – Noon at the
Enoch Davis Center located at 1111 18th Ave. S.,
St. Petersburg.
Thursday, Oct. 4 — Mark your calendar for a
talk by Professor Michael P. Allen, Stetson
University College of Law, on this controversial
and provocative subject entitled “Banned Books!
Who Decides?” This free event takes place at the
Catherine A. Hickman Theater, 5501 27th Ave.
S., Gulfport at 7 p .m., and is sponsored by the
Circle of Friends of the Gulfport Library. For
information contact Angela Herritt 727-290-6590.
Oct. 12-14 – Attention: 2nd Infantry Division
Veterans — The Florida Branch of the Second
(Indianhead) Division Association will have its
annual reunion in Titusville, Fla. at the Best
Western Space Shuttle Inn. For reservations,
call the hotel at 321-269-9100 and tell them you
are with the Second Division. For more
information, call the branch secretary-treasurer,
Donald Calnan, at 561-742-5379 or send an
email to 2ida.mail@charter.net.

LOOK NO FURTHER
FOR CHURCH SUPPLIES
Communion Items • Choir Robes
Bulletins • Bibles
Sunday School books
Gospel CDs / DVDs and so much more

Reader’s Choice Book & Gift Store

(727) 867-3696
stand up for Change!
Living with HIV/AIDS?
Happy with your services?
We need your ideas. Get involved!
Help decide how federal funds are
used in your community. You have the
POWER to make a difference.

Chief Master Sgt. Elbert L. Gardner
U. S. Air Force, Retired
BY EMMA CAVIN
Staff Writer

Chief Master Sergeant
Elbert L. Gardner and his
parents moved to St. Petersburg from Daytona
Beach when he was starting junior high school, so
the first school he attended
was Sixteenth Street Junior
High School, which was renamed John Hopkins Middle School years later.
After
junior
high
school, Gardner attended
Gibbs High School for two
years and graduated from
St. Petersburg High School
in 1967. He enlisted in the
United States Air force in
1970 following his graduation from the St. Petersburg Vocational School
with certification in electronics.
Gardner reported to
basic training at Lackland
Air Force Base in San Antonio, Texas. He was then
sent to Sheppard Air Force
Base for 31 weeks of technical training in telephone
communications. His first
assignment after that training was at CCK Air Force
Base in Taiwan.
In November, 1973,
Gardner was assigned to

Mac Dill Air Force Base in
Tampa.
He became a
member of the 2129th
Communications
Squadron.
There, he
worked in Readiness Command, now known as Special Operations Command
(SOCOM).
In 1975, he joined the
37th Aeromedical Evacuation Group (AEG) and
cross-trained as a Medical
Service Specialist. During
that time, he also continued his education in electronics at St. Petersburg
Junior College.
Starting
in
1978
through the years at Mac
Dill, Gardner moved
through the ranks. He was
promoted from buck sergeant to staff sergeant.
Next, he was promoted to
technical sergeant, master
sergeant, senior master
sergeant, and then to chief
master sergeant – the highest rank an individual can
achieve as an enlisted military person.
In 1993, Gardner became an air reserve technician and assumed the role
of medical service manager, a position he held
from 1994 to 2008. His duties included planning and

evaluating routine patient
care and treatment, as well
as training personnel in
their duties within a facility,
on flights, or special duty
assignments.
In addition, he was a
counselor, mentor, and instructor to officers, enlisted,
and
civilian
personnel.
Locations in which he
served on a temporary
basis for operational missions or to instruct personnel in special exercises
were Desert Shield, Desert
Storm, Saudi Arabia, Germany and Bulgaria.
In the western hemisphere, he completed temporary missions in South
America, Panama, the
Philippines, Hawaii and
various locations within the
United States.
In 2008, Gardner retired after 38 years of service. He earned a plethora
of awards for his outstanding service during his
years of duty. The awards,
which covered many areas,
recognized his work both
on active duty and in the reserves.
Between 1989 and
2001, alone, he was recognized as Airman of the Year

Call Nicole at 727-217-7070 Today!
or Non-Commissioned Officer of the Year seven
times within twelve years.
Other awards were received for Meritorious
Service, Air Force Commendation Medal, Combat
Readiness Medal (2 devices); Air Force Outstanding Unit Award with Valor
Device (5 devices); Air
Force Achievement Medal;
and Air Reserve Forces
Meritorious Service Medal
(9 devices), and some
many more we could not
name them all.
Chief Master Sgt. Elbert Gardner is married to
the former Evelyn Rouse,
his high school sweetheart. Married for nearly
40 years, they are the parents of two daughters,
Tonya and Genesis, and a
son, Elbert Gardner, Jr.
The Gardners are still
in tune to the needs of the
community, but the Chief
Master Sergeant’s retirement has given them a special award — time to spend
with aging parents. The
Gardners see that as a privilege to be treasured.

LAW OFFICE OF RODERICK O. FORD PLLC
Employment Discrimination
Worker’s Compensation
Bankruptcy ($500 & up)
Social Security Disability
(727) 209-0814 (St. Petersburg)
or (813) 223-1200 (Tampa)
www.fordlawfirm.org
220 E. Madison St., Ste. 1110, Tampa, FL 33602
HAVE YOU BEEN SERVED
FORECLOSURE PAPERS ON YOUR HOME?

Do you have 22 days to
respond to the court?
Is your home going for auction
and don't know what to do?
Give us a call! You have options!
727-498-0681 ACT FAST!!
CALL US - WE CARE!
Stay In
Your Home! Get a FREE 30 Min. Consultation!

STOP
FORECLOSURE

HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE
Cancelled or Non-Renewed??

WE CAN HELP!!!

727-393-4617

Larry Eugene Walker • Insurance

Please
support Our
advertisers

Great Automobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience

Sell Advertising Space In
The Weekly Challenger!

Call (727) 896-2922
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Raising the Deuces

Increasing parental engagement

From DEUCES, page 1

From PARENTS, page 1

been considered the “civil
leaders” throughout the
black community in St. Petersburg and throughout
the country.
“The church has been
and is your leader. We have
not perhaps stepped up to
the plate in the last ten
years,” Rainey admitted,
“but what you’re doing now
is reinvigorating and speaking to us and we know that
we have a job to do.”
Community activist and
Faith Based Coordinator for
the Juvenile Welfare Board,
Trenia Cox was in attendance and spoke about the
low graduation rate among
blacks and the need for
more options for today’s
youth when it comes to education.
Having once lived down
the street from Mercy Hospital along 16th Street and
having attended an all-black
school, Cox realizes the historical significance of the
area and the need for it to
become a vibrant, working
class neighborhood again.
“I’m excited about the
revitalization efforts here,”
Cox explained, “because it
means family stability. If
[you] don’t have to be concerned about food, clothing,
and shelter, [you] can move
up that last low hierarchy of
needs.”
And that hope of bringing back businesses to the
area is on the horizon.
Mario Farias, CEO of the
Farias Marketing Group,
unleashed the news of the
building of a new Pipo’s
headquarters in the area
and shared it is projected to
create about 50 plus jobs in
the South County region.
Having grown up on the
south side of town, Farias
knows the hardships faced
by the community and has
pledged the hiring process
will be unlike anything residents have ever encountered.
“They’ll be hiring out of
the neighborhood, out of
the community, so were
creating some more jobs
there,” Farias stated as he
promised the companies
moving in would be focusing on hiring those most unlikely to get a job in today’s
market such as released

that they can get,” Mayor
Yakes said, but “I’ve
learned I cannot do it by
myself.”
And that was the general message of each parent. The age old adage of,
“it takes a village to raise a
child,” was brought up
more than once with good
reason. It is true.
Each parent had a different story, yet all
seemed similar. Those
who spoke discussed the
personal hardships that
affected their families and
how through sheer determination, their child defied the odds and excelled
when teachers, peers, and
even other family members had already written
them off.
So what was the common thread that caused
some South County children to excel while others
fell through the cracks?
Quite simply, someone
had their back.
The Juvenile Welfare
Board’s Faith-Based Coordinator, Trenia Cox, was
in attendance and spoke
out on the reasons why
the African-American students in South County are
struggling to get an education.
“Once parents decide
to go from pleasure to parenthood, you put on that
role,” Cox said. “That’s
your job description. You
are the one that’s responsible for engaging every
resource for your child to
be successful.”
The problem is, Cox
went on to explain, is that
education as well as the
church and community
are no longer viewed as
important in today’s black
communities. Cox discussed how the extended
family has become more
nuclear with children and
parents doing their own
thing, instead of building
those community bonds.
“It has to be a team approach,” Cox added, stating that the black
community has veered
away from the core values
that kept it strong and together in the past, and
stressed that family’s no
longer stay intact.
“Neighborhoods
changed,
families
changed, and the emphasis of our churches
changed,” Cox explained,
“and it was those three pillars that made a difference. That was the
support system.”
So what’s the solution?
Well according to Cox,
parental
involvement,
faith, and a return to core
values.
But the empty chairs
that littered the room
showed there is still a
ways to go to get the word
out. Although there are
more in attendance with
each meeting the Parent
Support for Education
Council puts on, community members are struggling to get the word out
about the forums and to
entice parents to show up.

Watson Haynes and the boys from
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity (Eta Rho Chapter)

William Porter

Tangela Murphy Bailey
and Jorge Vidal

felons.
Farias relayed negotia
tions are underway to sway
manufacturers from Europe
and Asia to build in the
Deuces area with the potential to create some 1,000
new jobs in Midtown over
the course of the next few
years.
Deuces Live board
member Cathy Wilson reminisced about coming out to
the Deuces as a child back
in the 1960s with her dad
and frequenting Geeches,
once famous for its BBQ.
“You’d have to park the
car because you couldn’t
get a car through. There
were so many people and so
many things going on,” Wilson remembered. At the
time, the area was predominately black, but Wilson
never felt out of place or
looked down upon because
of her race and thoroughly
enjoyed her visits to the
strip.
“People were just here
to have a good time. People

Frankie Franklin

Octavia Teharte and
Jon Wilson

Henry Ashwood and
Amari Nash

who worked hard for a liv
ing were cutting loose,”
Wilson said. “That was
what it was really about.”
And that laid back attitude from the past was reincarnated Saturday as the
once thriving community
began to come alive.
Local jazz saxophonist
Henry Ashwood performed
his “oh so, saxxy” tunes, for
a crowd who couldn’t wait
to strut their stuff and have
a little fun.
Hopefully this once vibrant area of St. Petersburg,
so rich in heritage and culture, will soon become better than ever imagined.

Juliette McCullum

Geneva Gibbs

Gulfport Mayor
Mike Yakes

Trenia Cox, JWB

Pinellas County Job Corps
students relate experiences.

Those who did, however, talked about what
worked for their families,
even when all odds were
against them. Geneva
Gibbs, a retiree who’s
lived in St. Petersburg for
over 70 years, volunteers
in the classroom and believes encouragement is
the answer.
“I take the opportunity
to talk to them,” Gibbs
said, “and let them know
how beautiful they are.”
The parent testimonials continued with Juliette
McCullum as she recounted her own struggles to motivate her young
children and to keep them
on track even while others
tried to derail them.
“We need to encourage our children. Every
child may not be college
material, but every child
has the ability to learn,”
McCullum said. “We are
here for the fight.”
Octavia Teharte was
yet another active parent
that came up with a solution, although difficult, is
instrumental in bringing
her own family together.
She involves her children
in community and school
events, while also serving
on as many boards as she
can. It is this pride in the
schools and the community that she believes
makes all the difference in
the success of her children.
“I’m a single parent so
my children come with
me and learn from the
other people around
them,” Teharte stated.
“I’m so into my children seeing people that

look like me, as well as
others that don’t. I like to
expose them to new horizons and take advantage
of events and activities in
our community,” she finished.
And in the competitive
society we live in this is
important. There is no
prize for mediocre and
those students who struggle are often left behind as
they approach middle and
high schools.
The Juvenile Welfare
Board in conjunction with
community
churches
want more success stories
and have made a solemn
promise to get the word
out to South County families on what they can do to
close that gap and help
their children.
“The most important
thing you can do is to get
your child involved in anything.” urged Jullian
Munoz, a Job Corps student who took the time to
speak to the gathering of
parents.
“Encourage
them.
Push them to do good,”
Munoz said as she fought
back tears. “You can push
your student to just experience life and from there
they will become their
own person.”
It is clear that all in attendance were there to
make a positive change in
their families and to learn
more ways to become involved in their child’s education. Cox said it best
when she told the crowd,
“Education is the best predictor of future success
and nothing’s going to be
more important.”

“Ask Your
Southside Lawyer”
Every week The Weekly Challenger will select your questions
and have James Flynn, “Our Southside Lawyer” give answers.

Please submit questions to

James E. Flynn Jr.

theflynnlawfirm@gmail.com or call 727-490-6327.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Ralph Wimbish and the
Ambassadors Club

Readers Choice

Book Review
Tangela Murph-Bailey

BY JON WILSON
Freelance Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
Among the city’s most influential groups during the
earlier days of Civil Rights
advocacy was the Ambassadors Club. Many of St.
Petersburg’s most influential African-American men
were members, and the
club was a consistent
thread in the city’s history
during the last half of the
20th Century.
Dr. Ralph M. Wimbish
founded the club in 1953,
deciding that black citizens should do something
“within the system” to improve their circumstances.
He invited several black
educators, businessmen
and other professionals to
his home, challenging
them with adamant and
energetic
enthusiasm:
“Gentlemen, let us wake
up and do something to
help our community.”
His friends applauded
his ideas and stepped up.
Their enthusiasm, and
Wimbish’s leadership, created the Ambassadors. Its
charter members were
community icons: Dr.
Orion Ayer, Dr. Robert J.
Swain, Dr. Fred Alsup,
Samuel Blossom, Sidney
Campbell, George Grogan, John Hopkins, Ernest
Ponder and Emmanuel
Stewart.
Wimbish, Ayer, Alsup
and Swain had offices on
22nd Street S. Grogan
taught at all-black Gibbs
High School, managed the
Jordan Park public housing complex, and was the
man who turned the Manhattan Casino into an entertainment
complex.
Hopkins, Ponder, Stewart,
Blossom and Campbell
were educators.
Under Wimbish’s visionary leadership, the organization quickly evolved
as a civic and service club
of distinction, improving
cultural, economic, educational and living conditions
primarily in the AfricanAmerican community.

Owner - Readers Choice Bookstore

High Flyin’ is highly recommended

Ralph Wimbish and Peter France in a play
staged in Gibbs auditorium
The club immediately
began chipping at segregation’s walls. In 1954, it
persuaded the Festival of
States committee to include for the first time an
African-American float in
the city’s annual showcase
parade. Several young
African-American women
rode the float, including
sixteen-year-old
queen
Rosa Holmes, crowned at
an
Ambassadors-sponsored coronation ball during festival week.
“We, as a group of
African
Americans,
thought we’d like to show
off some of our pretty girls
just like the white clubs
showed off their pretty
girls,” said Stewart, who is
credited with coining the
Ambassadors Club name.
He said that parade organizers had no trouble accepting the Ambassador’s
entry. “They found it was
first-class and not something thrown together,” he
said.
Despite segregation’s
social codes, black people
and white people sometime interacted on levels
beyond the personal. The
festival parade was one
such occasion, at least by
the 1950s. Blacks and
whites alike, for example,
cheered the Gibbs High
School marching band.

The parade “drew a lot
of our people downtown,
and it created some interest in our society and community,” Stewart said.
Rosa Holmes Hopkins, the
queen of the float, said
whites and blacks alike received the float warmly all
along the route. “It was the
most wonderful thing that
has happened to me and
my children,” she said.
The
Ambassadors
reached
beyond
the
African-American community. In 1954, it honored its
first citizen, Jennie Hall, a
white woman who donated
$25,000 to build a swimming pool still being used
at Wildwood Community
Center.
A 1954 newspaper
photo showed Hall posing
with a young lifeguard
named Ernest Fillyau,
who later became an Ambassadors Club member –
and a St. Petersburg City
Council member.
This is another in a series of columns about historic people, places and
events relevant to the city’s
continuing African American Heritage Project.
For information about
the African American Heritage Project, call Kimberly
Hinder at (727) 892-5451
or email Kimberly.hinder@stpete.org.

Children today experience so many
hardships such as bullying, same sex relationships, peer pressure, acceptance
and other things older
generations never had to
think about. Where do our
kids turn to for help? The
parents are just babies
themselves, and the television is far too often the babysitter.
If you want to educate and stimulate
your child’s mind and at the same time
challenge yours, this 99 page coloring and
activity book is highly recommended.
“High Flyin’” gives honor to the Tuskegee
aviators, America’s first black military aviators.
You would not believe the historical
accounts, illustrations, and thought provoking activities immersed in the pages of

this book. Each page brings to life the trials and triumphs of America’s first black
military airmen.
Your child will learn an
exciting lesson about the
pilots and ground crews
whose persistence, performance and patriotism
transformed the military,
inevitably impacting our world.
Some activities include: word creation,
word search, word scramble, finding gear
for the Tuskegee pilots, word in a word,
identifying like but different objects, connecting the dots, maze puzzles, and more.
Parents invest in your children, keep
their minds occupied with educational activities, you will reap the rewards, and the
dividends sooner than you think. This
book is for children of all ages.

Johnson Branch Library to
host family literacy program
ST. PETERSBURG - The
St. Petersburg Public Library
has received a grant from the
Florida Humanities Council
to host a family literacy program at the Johnson Branch
Library for six consecutive
Monday evenings through
October, concluding the first
Monday in November.
“The program, PRIME
TIME READING TIME®,
targets children age 6 to 10,
who may be experiencing
difficulty with reading, and
their parents, in an effort to
foster a lifelong love of learning through reading,” says
Kathy Dort, Johnson Branch
Library Manager.
PRIME TIME, a series of
reading and discussion programs, includes sessions on
such themes as fairness,
greed, courage, cleverness,
and determination. A discussion leader and a storyteller
introduce parents to the benefits and pleasures of reading
and discussing stories with
their children.
The program aims to ex

Johnson Branch Library

pand participants’ understanding of reading through
the use of children’s literature
with substantial humanities
content. It focuses on expanding the teaching of literature,
history and cultural values.
“PRIME TIME introduces families to the pleasures and benefits of reading
together and the many resources and services of the
public library,” said Beth
Lindsay, Youth Services Coordinator. “We’re pleased to
be bringing this exciting family literacy program to the
families at Johnson Branch

Library.”
PRIME TIME programs
are sponsored by the Florida
Humanities Council, the National Endowment for the
Humanities, St. Petersburg
Public Library, and the
Friends of the Johnson
Branch Library. The Florida
Endowment for the Humanities Council is a private,
statewide, non-profit affiliate
of the National Endowment
for the Humanities.
For more information,
contact Kathy Dort at 757
893-7213 or Beth Lindsay at
757 893-7085.

PICK OF THE WEEK!
26 45 53

CA$H 3

799
582
101

DOG DAYS

Call Dianne Speights
Independent Sales Director

727-403-0144 or
727-866-6621

1-3 5-2
6-5 8-1
7-4 4-6

NEW DJ LINE-UP
7 AM - 12 NOON
Maurice in the Morning
12 NOON - 2 PM & Weekends
Sister Dianne Hughes
3 PM - 7 PM
Brother Michael Walker
7 PM - 11 PM Coco Brother
11 PM - 7 AM Joe Simian
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
October “Jazz at Two” concerts

Gospel play coming to Straz Center

SARASOTA — The Jazz
Club of Sarasota’s “Jazz at
Two” 2012-13 concert series begins in October. This
popular jazz concert series
showcases the region’s top
jazz performers.
The series, which was
founded in 2001, will showcase top jazz performers on
Fridays from 2-4 p.m., at
the Unitarian Universalist
Church of Sarasota, 3975
Fruitville Road, Sarasota.
Kicking off the season
on Oct 5, is “A Tribute to
Lillette Jenkins Wisner,”
featuring Lillette Jenkins
Wisner on vocals and
piano, with fill-ins by Eddie
Tobin on piano.
Jenkins-Wisner, an inrenowned
ternationally
concert pianist and vocalist,
began her career at the age
of six in New York City. She
was initially trained as a
classical musician but developed a strong interest in
gospel, ragtime and jazz.
In addition to her musical studies from New York
University, she studied at
New York College of Music
and Westminster Choir College in Princeton, N.J.
was
Jenkins-Wisner
music director for numerous Off-Broadway musical
productions and also appeared in several movies,
including “The Cotton
Club.” She served as director and organist for church
gospel choirs, and taught
music in the New York City
public school system.
Her recordings include
“Meditation,” “Lillette Jenk

BY JEANIE BLUE
Staff Writer

Lillette Jenkins

The Haferhouse Jazz
Quartet

Chez
at
Live
ins
Josephine’s,” and “Lillette
Plays Music of Lil Armstrong.”
Next, The Greg Nielsen
Quintet performs Oct.12.
The group consists of Greg
Nielsen on trombone,
David Pruyn on drums,
Tom Ellison on saxophone
and Don Mopsick on bass.
The piano player will be announced.
The following Friday,
Oct. 19, The Haferhouse
Jazz Quartet will be performing. The group is comprised of Mike and Lorri
Hafer, a husband and wife

The Greg Nielsen
Quintet

keyboard and vocalist duo,
their son, Paul Hafer, on
acoustic upright bass, and
Dave Dunscombe on
drums.
The group will perform
a selection of songs from
Haferhouse’s recent CD,
“The Very Thought of
You,” along with other jazz
standards and a selection of
the best of the great American songbook.
Hafer’s voice has been
described “as smoky as a
hot New Orleans night.”
Mike Hafer’s keyboard
playing has been called “cohesive and gratifyingly unobtrusive.”
The Ben Roberts Quartet closes the October concerts on the 26th. The
group consists of Ben
Roberts on guitar and vocals, David Cubillos on
piano, Terry Hill on bass,
and Ron Harris on drums.
For more information
about the Jazz Club of Sarasota, call 941-366-1552, or
www.jazzclubsaravisit
sota.com.

www.T he w eekly C hallenger n ewspaper . Com

Too
—
TAMPA
Smooth Entertainment is
scheduled to bring a phenomenal gospel play
“Holding On to What You
Never Had,” to the Straz
Center Nov. 4. Tyler Perry
may have disappointed
Tampa Bay by cancelling,
but Too Smooth plans to
the fill the void.
The following interview
was conducted with Carlos
Davis, the playwrighter of
“Holding On to What You
Never Had.”
TWC: Why should we
go see this play?”
Davis: It is so different
from other productions out
there. I’ve been writing
plays since 1996 and usually the messages are generally the same. I wanted to
go with a different theme.
You’re not going to see it
coming. So far, where the
play has toured it has received rave reviews.
TWC: Tell me a little
about the play without giving too much of the plot
away.
Davis: The concept
uses a doctor’s office for
the backdrop, with the
main character portrayed
as a doctor. Singer/actor
Tony Terry plays the doctor. The play reflects issues
that really affect our society. Shirley Murdock, a dynamic gospel singer, plays
the pastor’s wife and Lil G.,
from the R&B group SILK,
is playing himself.
I’m dealing with hidden
relationships where people
pursue the idea of love and
settles for the idea instead
of what is real love. They
want love so bad they settle
for a false sense of love,
even if that love don’t belong to them. They talk
themselves into thinking
what they have is real love,
but emotionally they know
that it’s not.
TWC: What else have
you been doing since your
career started in 1996?

Davis: I own a major
entertainment company in
Atlanta, and I have written
screen plays for other productions including “When
Loving You is Hurting
Me,” “When a Woman is
Set Up,” and “A Good Man
is Hard to Find.”
These productions are
touring plays at different
venues in the states. My
latest film is called
“Preacher’s Kid,” and I
play the bus driver “Biscuit.” I have more films on
the horizon too.
TWC: What would you
say is the most exciting aspect about the performing
arts profession?
Davis: Seeing the audience’s reaction to the
screen play is a hot for me.
When they’re supposed to
be crying, they cry. The
most exciting thing for me
would be for the audience
to react to all the emotions
that you have written on
paper.
TWC: What inspires
you to write?
Davis: My background
is in hair, I have a barbershop and hair salons. I lispeople’s
to
ten
while
conversations
they’re getting their hair
done. This provides me
with inspiration. The
things I have experienced
in my life also inspire me. I
am a pastor, and dealing
with things over the pulpit
provides ideas for writing.
I love to write too.
TWC: How do you feel
about the media’s portrayal
of African Americans in
plays and film?
Davis: I think it doesn’t
accurately describe who
we really are. There are images of thugs, people who
are unable to hold a job, or

Playwright
Carlos Davis

either they are the first
ones to die in the film. I try
to portray us as the president of the United States.
My plays don’t have all
the men cheating. Many
people cheat, but you
never know why or what
pushed them to do it. The
reason why people make
certain decisions in life is
not always explored in the
media.
TWC: What would you
say to young people who
are pursuing a career in
the performing arts?
Davis: I think play writing is an excellent career.
Most great writers start
with dreaming first. If you
can dream you can write.
The essence of life is in a
dream. Everything you
want to do from being a
surgeon to a mechanic
starts with a dream. Most
dreams create a great passion, then manifestation.
Davis finished with
signing the praises of his
promoter.
really
is
“Tampa
blessed to have the promoter Too Smooth. He’s a
man of integrity. It is very
rare to find a man that’s out
for the betterment of an
area, not just something for
himself. Too Smooth wants
to take Tampa Bay residents on a trip from their
current reality, even if it’s
only for two hours.”
For more information,
contact Too Smooth Entertainment at (813) 244-7474,
or check out his website at
www.toosmoothent.com.
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
Bethune Cookman
Wildcat Football
Back To Business

Hall of Fame Game
Sept. 29 at Hampton
Homecoming
Oct. 6 vs North Carolina A&T
2nd Annual Biker Football Classic
Oct. 20 vs Norfolk State
Oct. 27 vs North Carolina Central
Nov. 3 at Morgan State
Nov. 10 at Savannah State
Florida Blue Florida Classic
Nov. 17 vs Florida A&M*
*Game played at the Citrus Bowl in Orlando, FL
Game times subject to change
due to television mandates

Is Freeman a bust?
BY PHILLIP HAYWOOD
Sports Writer

ST. PETERSBURG Okay let’s face it, the Bucs
could easily be 3-0. But, the
truth of the matter is that
they are 1-2. If you have observed their two losses,
they were both winnable
games.
Several weeks ago
against the Giants they
blew a 14-point lead. Last
Sunday the defense did
play well enough by creating a surplus of turnovers.
As a matter of fact, when
the defense created three
or more turnovers they
sported a record of 34-2.
However, this time they
were beaten by a mediocre
Dallas team.
What made matters
worse is that the offense
was inept and non productive. There was too much
emphasis on possession
time and attempting to run
the ball down the Cowboys’
throat. There was also
some questionable play
calling in the mix.
Two years ago there
was talk about Josh Freeman being on the cusp of
becoming an elite NFL
quarterback. He had one of
his best seasons as a quarterback by leading his team
to a 10-6 season, in which
he put up stellar statistics.

He actually looked like
he may have reached his
potential with such a great
season, but last season was
a different story. It is really
hard to gauge his progress.
His progress could have
been hindered by two seasons under Raheem Morris
and several different offensive coordinators. By the
way, this is the last year of
his contract and whether or
not he is re-signed will
hinge on this season’s performance.
At times Freeman appears not to be the most
cerebral quarterback. Case
and point, during the Cowboys game he faced a 3rd
and 9 situation when his
headset went on the brink.
Instead of calling a pass
play, he opted to call a run
in that situation. Really,
who does that?
Shouldn’t he have been
savvy enough as a four-year
veteran to make a better decision than that? Or was he
doing what the coach
would have ordered in that
situation? Could it be that
the offensive play caller
does not have faith in the
abilities of Freeman? Is it
the system that he is in hindering his capabilities?
The current system is
run first, but the offense
has become so predictable

Cowboys get short fields in 16-10 win over Bucs

that the opposition knows
what is coming.
We all have seen Freeman at his best and worse,
and last Sunday was statistically his worse game as a
pro. The powers that be
should take the harness off
him and open up the offense. In his first two
games he was very efficient and made minimal
mistakes.
This coming Sunday,
they’ll have a very clever
young quarterback with a
ton of athletic ability coming to town. The way the
defense has been playing
lately, RG3 could potentially
be in for a long day.
Once again this is a
winnable game, but the

Bucs are suffering from
being able to put a complete game together —
meaning an offensive performance and a defensive
outing that will get them in
the win category.
You cannot blame Freeman for everything, but
you can put a lot of the
blame on coach Schiano’s
shoulders. He has got to rid
himself of what he did at
Rutgers. At this present
time, that philosophy has
no relevance to what has to
take place in order for the
Bucs to become consistent.
Bottom line here is he
has to open up the offense
and use those expensive
weapons on offense, and
trust Freeman.

High School Football
Schedule Week 5
St. Petersburg @ Boca Ciega
Clearwater @ Dixie Hollins
Palm Harbor University @ Countryside
Dunedin @ Gibbs
Largo @ East Lake
Middleton @ Lakewood
Northeast @ Tarpon Springs
Seminole @ Osceola
Carroll-wood Day @ AFA
Northside Christian @ Calvary Christian
Canterbury @ Bradenton Christian
CCC @ Cardinal Mooney
Cambridge Christian @ IRC
Lemon Bay @ St. Pete Catholic
St. Stephens @ Shorecrest
All public school games start
at 7:30 unless otherwise noted
Private schools games start at 7

Have any questions or
comments about TWC Sports?
Please Email us at
Sports@TheWeeklyChallenger.com

Steve Jones: A trailblazer
BY PHILLIP HAYWOOD
Sports Writer

ST. PETERSBURG Some of you may not be
able to imagine how it feels
to attend a school where
only a handful of the people
look like you. You may not
be able to imagine how it
feels to be met with opposition simply because of your
skin color.
Well, Steve Jones does.
If you are familiar with St.
Petersburg’s sports history, than you should have
an idea about who he is.
Back in the turbulent
1960s, racial tensions were
at an all time high. All
around the country African
Americans were standing
up to the status quo and St.
Petersburg was no different.
Steve Jones attended
Jordan Elementary and
16th Street Junior High.
When it was time to go to
high school everyone
thought that he would attend Gibbs High.
During
that
time
schools were on the brink
of being integrated, so
when Jones was handpicked along with seven
other African-American students to be the first to integrate Pinellas County
schools, he seized the opportunity and attended

Dixie Hollins.
Since Jones was very
athletic, he decided to go
out for the school’s varsity
football team, and football
coach Forest Page took notice of his athletic ability.
During this time in
1963, having a black quarterback at an all white public high school was virtually
unheard of; in fact, Jones
was the first African American to play in a high school
football game sanctioned
by the Florida High School
Athletic Association.
“Racism existed but it
was never blatant. But I always had the feeling that
there were subtle comments being made about
me being black,” said
Jones.
Those comments never
bothered him because he
knew his purpose for being
at the school. What he thoroughly understood was
that going to Dixie was an
educational upgrade. If you
really think about the situation during those times, he
had to have been a special
person to endure the things
that would have bothered a
man of lesser resolve.
During his illustrious
high school career, he
made the Pinellas County
All Conference team as the
quarterback, along with

Glen Edwards of Gibbs
High. Later, his second
coach, Frank Goddard, orchestrated a deal where he
would then earn a football
scholarship to the University of Toledo.
Jones would go on to
start as the quarterback at
Toledo for two years and
during his tenure they
played in 1969 Tangerine
Bowl.
Later Jones became the
First African-American certified public accountant at a
firm called Ernst & Ernst
in Toledo, Ohio.
Last year I started the
process of having Jones
nominated to the Dixie
Hollins Hall of Fame, but
was met with much resistance from Sherry Brock at
Dixie.
Recently the nominating committee met but
there has been no news as
far as Jones being enshrined into their Hall of
Fame.
The nominating committee is questioning his accomplishments after high
school, so here’s the question I propose: What about
his accomplishment of
being the first AfricanAmerican athlete at an all
white school to play quarterback?
Also, graduating from

Steve Jones
the University of Toledo is
a big accomplishment in itself, along with becoming
the first African-American
certified public accountant
in Toledo.
Dixie Hollins should be
proud to honor Steve Jones
because he was on the forefront of integration in St.
Petersburg.
Every black student,
not just football player, in
Pinellas County should
know how Jones’ sacrifices
paved the way for them to
be able to attend any school
in the area. In my book, he
is a true trailblazer. I rest
my case.
Is Steve Jones in your
opinion worthy to be enshrined into the Dixie
Hollins Hall of Fame?
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

First Baptist institutional Church

(727) 894-4311

Email: info@mzprogressive.org
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services .............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School ....................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study.........................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service.................................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study......................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
2nd & 4th Sunday Worship Services................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer .............................................................6:00 p.m.
Bible Study..........................................................................6:30 p.m.

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

Mission Statement:

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist ChurCh

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

(727) 327-8708
Sunday Worship Services8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School ..........................9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday).........6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) ...............7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday)4:00 p.m.

Sunday Worship Service .................10:15 a.m.
Sunday School ..................................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday)...............7:00 p.m.

Rev. Wallace Elliott
Sr. - Pastor

Bible Study (Wednesday) .................7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City”

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston,
Pastor

ThE Rock

ST. MaRK MISSIOnaRy BaPTIST CHuRCH

Schedule of Services

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Tuesday and Friday
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

“God’s People Return to
the Word of God”
Service Schedule

3001 18th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church 727-327-9904
Fax 727-322-0409
service schedule

Elder Cedric L.
Williams

Pastor

Need a ride? Our Transportation Ministry is available Sundays and Wednesdays

Growing people with a passion for God’s principles

Mission Statement

tuesday

Morning Worship ..........................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer ............6:30 p.m.

Tutoring offered Tuesday &
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study 11:00 a.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Youth Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

The church where
what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

serviCes
sunday

Sunday School .................................9:30 a.m.

Wednesday Night Bible Study.......7:30 p.m.

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South, Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

sunday school – 10:30 a.m.
a. M. service – 11:30 a.m.
YpWW (1st & 3rd sunday) – 5:30 p.m.
p.M. service (1st & 3rd sunday) – 6:30 p.m.
p. M. service (2nd & 4th sunday) - 5:30 p.m.
Morning prayer – 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.

Wednesday prayer service – 7:30 p.m.
thursday Bible study (for all ages) – 7:30 p.m.

Pastor Minister Tyrone Ford
and 1st Lady Kadell Ford

rev. ronald l. Bell
pastor

Friendship

Living, Teaching and Preaching the
True Gospel of Jesus Christ, to Save Lost Souls.
Come join in with us.

20th Street
Church of Christ
Bro. robert Smith

Victory Christian Center Church
3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com
Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

Sunday...................................................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. Worship
Sunday School. ................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday .......................................................Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 p.m. Prayer and Bible Study
Thursday.............................................7 p.m. Youth Enrichment - Awana
“Serving and Saving”
“Inspiring and Instructing”

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
home: 896-8006

Sunday morning Worship .........................7:45 a.m.
Sunday morning Bible Class .....................9:20 a.m.
Sunday morning Second Worship ..........10:40 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class monday........................7:00 p.m.
monday evening Bible Class.....................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday morning Bible Class.............10:00 a.m.
Wednesday evening Bible Class .....................7:00 p.m.

Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

727-258-4993

www.ufcfwbc.com

Wednesday Night Bible Study..........7:00 p.m.
Sunday School ................................ 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service ................11:00 a.m.

(727) 898-9407

WEdnESday

Prayer Tower Church of God in Christ

4116 34th Street South
Pinch A Penny Plaza
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

207 - 10th Street north
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Sunday

Having been led, as we believe, by the
Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus
Christ as our Saviour; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of
God returning to God’s Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His
love among one another.

Freewill Baptist Church

10th street Church of God

Sunday School 8:45-10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
Communion - 1st Sunday of each month
New Members Orientation - Sunday at 8:45 a.m.

Pastor Clark Hazley, Sr.

Church School 9:30 a.m.
and Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Power hour of Prayer
Wednesday from noon to 1:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting / Bible Study
Wednesdays 7:00-8:30 p.m.
W.W.E. (Wednesday Worship Explosion)
Wednesday after the 1st Sunday monthly

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

United for Christ

NEW MT. OLIVE
PRIMITIVE BAPTIST CHURCH

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH

MOUNT PILGRIM MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

JESuS MiSSionARy BAPTiST chuRch

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Church School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone: 727-321-7375

oF

Church School: ........................................9:15 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: ...............................................10:00 a.m. – 10:20 a.m.
Praise and Worship: ...............................10:20 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service:..........................................10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer each Monday ..................................12:00 Noon
Bible Study each Tuesday: ..........................................6:30 p.m.

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org

1818 29th Avenue N.
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
Pastor Michael T. and
11:30 a.m.
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

REv. DR. WAynE G. ThoMPSon,
PASToR

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

“Helping and Healing”
“Praying and Praising”

Claude S. Williams,
Pastor

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

Promote Your ChurCh!

Call for advertising rates today! 727-896-2922
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CHURCH NEWS
United for Christ Freewill
Baptist Church
Come one, come all!
United for Christ is sponsoring a trip to Washington, D.C. July
of 2013. All who are interested in

traveling with us to Washington,
D.C, please contact Kadell Ford at
727-258-4993 or 727-744-3589 for
more information.

Friendship MBC
“The Ship – One Lord, One
Faith, One Baptism, One
Church.”
Friendship
Missionary
Baptist Church is a Family of
believers in Christ, reaching
out to the world, preaching the
gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by
demonstrating the Love of
Christ.
MARK YOUR CALENDAR
Sept. 30 — 7:45 a.m. and
10:45 a.m. The Ship will celebrate Mission Emphasis Sunday. Please plan now to come
prepared to bless our Brothers

and Sisters in Haiti.
Oct. 15-17 — The Family
Life Bible Conference 2012 –
“Let’s Stay Together:” Ephesians 5:21. The Ship invites
the community to come and be
a part of our free event starting
6:45 nightly. Dr. John A. Evans,
Sr., Pastor.
Have you found the key? If
you’re looking for the key to
happiness or heaven, you’ll find
it through Jesus Christ. Dr.
John A. Evans, Sr., and Friendship welcome you to open our
doors. Friendships’ Morning
Services starts at 7:45 a.m. and

10:45 a.m. Sunday School begins at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer still works for the
glory of God. Come join us
each Wednesday for Noonday
Bible Study or each Wednesday at 7 p.m. as we study in the
Book of MARK, Dr. John A.
Evans, Sr., facilitator.
Friendship is located at
3300 31st Street South, Saint
Petersburg, Fla. 33712. Our
telephone number: 727-9068300. Don’t forget to visit our
website:
www.fmbctheship.org.
God Bless You – The Ship!

Mt. Pilgrim MBC
Mt. Pilgrim M B Church,
4000 5th Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33711. Pastor Clark
Hazley, Sr.
Sunday School Awareness
Day
The Mount Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church family
under the leadership of Pastor
Clark Hazley, Sr. cordially invites the community to join us

as we celebrate Sunday School
Awareness Day. The occasion
will be held on October 14,
2012 at Mt Pilgrim, 4000 5th
Ave South, here in St. Petersburg. Scheduled services are
as follow: Sunday School 8:45
A.M., Praise and Worship
10:00 A.M., and a fellowship
brunch. The keynote speaker
for the day will be Sis. Gene

Murdock.
Come expecting to be informed about the importance
of studying God’s word
through Sunday School, to engage in powerful praise and
worship and to fellowship with
brothers and sisters in Christ.
For more information please
contact Sis. Mae McRae, Superintendent at 727-254-2128.

The Rock of Jesus MBC
Hat-ti-tude brunch
The ladies of The Rock of
Jesus Missionary Baptist
Church have planned an extravagant Hat-ti-tude Brunch,
set for 10 a.m., Sat., Sept. 29.
The affair will be held at
the St. Petersburg Country
Club located at 2000 Country
Club Way S., St. Petersburg.
Come expecting a feast for

the palate and a feast for the
eye as hats of varying proportion and design will be on display.
All attendees are asked to
wear your favorite hat. You,
too, may be given the opportunity to be a feature model.
The speaker for the occasion is Rene Flowers, well
known community leader and

vening at St. John First Institutional Church in Palmetto,
FL; Rev. Fred Brown, Pastor
Oct. 14 - St, Mark 81st Anniversary Celebration begins.
Theme: “Your Labor is Not in
Vain”, 1 Corinthians 15: 58.
Friends and Family Fellowship Day (Christian Casual
Wear) Services begin with
10:45 a.m. service and conclude with food and festivities
on the church grounds after
morning services.
Oct. 17 - Anniversary
Guest Church-First Baptist
Institutional Church, Rev.
Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor.
Services held at 7 p.m.
Oct. 18 - Anniversary
Guest
Church-New
Jerusalem M. B. Church. Rev
Troy Adams, Pastor. Services
held at 7 p.m.
Oct. 19 - Anniversary
Guest Church-New Mt. Olive
Primitive Baptist Church,
Rev. Cedrick Williams, Pastor
Oct. 21 - Anniversary Finale-10:45 a.m. Service Only
Oct. 24 - Church Outing –
Mt. Sinai
Sunday School held for

both children and adults of all
ages. Sunday School starts
each Sunday morning at 9:30.
All are invited to come out
and join us.
Baptist Training Union is
each Sunday at 5 p.m. Members and the general public
are invited to come out study
the Bible with us, and learn
“What Baptist Believe”.
Children and Youth Ministry Meetings are held every
Tuesday at 6 p.m. Children in
the community are welcomed
to join us.
N I. K. E. After School Tutoring (4:30-6 p.m.) on Tuesdays
&
Wednesdays
beginning Sept. 18.
Young Adult Ministry
every Monday from 6:30 p.m.
(Bible Study)
Sunday School Teachers’
Meeting is held every Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power
Bible Study is held every
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study every Wednesday
evening at 7.

First Mt Zion
Old fashion family and
friends day
You are cordially invited
to attend “Old Fashion Family
and Friends Day” at First Mt.
Zion Missionary Baptist
Church, Sun., Sept. 30. This
service will take place during

the 11 a.m. hour, and is sponsored by the Women of Zion
chorus.
Guest speaker will be Reverend James Davis, a powerful preacher and one of St.
Petersburg’s finest songsters.
Please feel free to wear your

old fashion attire and join us
for dinner immediately afterwards.
First Mt. Zion is located at
1121, 22nd St. S. where Reverend Wallace Elliott, Sr. is
pastor.

BY PASTOR SHURREA DANIELS

advocate for the citizens of
Pinellas County.
Donation for this event is
$25. For tickets or more information, please contact Ruth
Smith at (727) 867-8906 or
Evelyn Lane at (727) 896-5904.
You may also contact The
Rock of Jesus church office at
(727) 327-0015.

BY PASTOR SARAH EDWARDS

Visible Voices Christian Community Association

Don’t put your drama
on my stage
tempting to put their drama
onto their lifestyle stage. This
day could have been televised
live and shown to us as current.
A particular day while
going into the Temple/
church house at 3 p.m. as this
was the time people went to
pray everyday. They passed
by a man who was not only
poor but also lame from birth
lying outside the church door.
His good church buddies
brought him every day for 40
years so he could panhandle
for money to survive the day.
This day, he asked Peter
for money. Peter charged him
to look straight at him as he
told him, I don’t have any
money to give you but what I
do have I’ll give you. He then
told this guy to get up and
walk, plus he reached out and
offered him a hand up. He
jumped up, walked then
leaped into the church house
praising the Lord.
The church folks knew
who he was as they had
passed by him going to
church for 40 years. Therefore, they rejoiced with him.
That is, until the church leaders realized the attention was
no longer on them. They
asked Peter how did ‘U’ do
that? Peter reminded them he
had no power to heal. It was
the same God that they were
praising and praying to. The
same Lord that they went to
‘C” being crucified for ‘U’ and
‘I.’
They knew Jesus had
been resurrected because
they had seen Him alive. The
religious leaders became
angry and tried to silence

The St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church, its pastor, the
Reverend Brian K. Brown, its
official staff of Deacons and
Trustees, and the entire congregation, extends to the
community at large, its wish
that there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings
upon their lives. St. Mark is
grounded in a Christ-centered doctrine that has as its
central theme, a belief that we
are a haven of hope, help, and
healing for a world hungering
for and thirsting after the enlightened word of God. At St.
Mark, we are Christians willing to work and partner in
unity, praising God for His
awesome gift, His son Jesus
Christ.
Calendar for the Month of
September
Sept. 26-29 - Congress No.
2: Hosted by First Baptist of
Sun City, Rev. Horace Holloway, Pastor.
Looking Ahead to the
Month of October
Oct. 9-13 - South Florida
Progressive Baptist Association-97th Annual Session con-

Pastor’s Corner

Pastor’s Corner

The longer I live, the more
I realize there are basically two
kinds of people. The kind
whose life is full of drama produced from their unresolved
issues. They insist on you getting onto their stage to perform the script they wrote for
you to play, in their life story.
These type people even
give awards if you perform to
their satisfaction. If that
doesn’t work for them then
they may settle on becoming
co-producer of your life story
on your stage. Co-writing the
script you’ll play then co-direct
how you perform it. Oh, for
the applause of men!
Amazingly, great drama
value is based upon the authenticity of the script than
how it’s performed. The use
and inflections of the actor’s
words spoken are best revealed with their facial expressions.
Scripts are defined by
words and words by letters.
However, some letters can
stand along in their meaning
such as “I,” “C,” “U.” Staged
productions, live or televised,
require a team of people working cohesively with its producers and directors.
Notably, there is no “I” in
the word “team;” there is no
“C” in the word “together;”
there is no “U” in the word
“me.” I am a better me than ‘U’
can ever ‘C’ ‘R’ ‘B.’ I know my
story and I must tell it. You
cannot tell it as you are not ‘N’
the skin that I am ‘N.’ ‘U’ were
not there. Only then can “I”
become “we.”
Peter and John represent
the second kind of person.
They experienced people at-

St. Mark MBC

Peter and John. They put
them under house arrest for
the remainder of the day. They
were not allowed to leave the
church and go out into the
community to testify of the
grace and mercy of God.
The next day, the more
noble leaders in the city confronted them. Peter again did
not spare his words. He reminded them what they already knew and how they
were holding the truth in unrighteousness
(Romans
1).Those leaders charged
Peter and John not to talk
about how great God was any
more to anyone else.
They assured those leaders that subjecting themselves
to the script God had written
for them to play was far wiser
than subjecting themselves to
the drama they wanted to produce for them as the city religious leaders on their pulpit.
Oops! I meant stage.
Peter and John were sanctified and satisfied with the
role they had been given to
play in their life and wanted
the religious and governing
leaders to take their drama off
their stage (Acts 1-3).
Never succumb to any
script written by another
whose breath is in their nostrils. Do not allow them to produce their drama on your
stage. The footsteps of the
righteous are order by the
Lord. God chooses whom He
will for His glory alone! Rather,
let God arise and produce His
purpose through you. Your
enemies will be scattered. You
will get you just reward!
(Micah 4:5)

Kingdom Restoration, Inc. Faith Based Outreach Ministry
A Ministry with a Vision

Living a balanced life
Are we so heavenly
minded that we are no
earthly good? Or are we so
earthly minded that we are
no heavenly good? It is important for us as Christians to maintain a
balanced life in Christ
Jesus. We must not to be
so spiritual that it prohibits
our ability to relate to the
people around us, and it is
as equally important that
we are not so earthly
minded that we become
materialistic.
In the book of Luke
2:52 it reads, “And Jesus
increased (grew) in wisdom (intellectually) and
stature (physically) and in
favor (developed spiritually and socially) with God
and man.” This is the perfect representation of a balanced life.
According to scripture
and science, the entire
world around us is based
on the principle of balance.
The world of nature is balanced. In nature the ecologist
studies
the
ecosystems which are the
relationships
between
plants, animals and their
environment. It is where
the food chain checks and
balances of nature take
care of each other.
We have learned that
the earth is tilted at a certain angle and rotates at a
certain number of miles
per hour without vibration.
Science reveals that if the

world had been positioned
a little closer to the sun we
would burn up and if it
were a few miles away
from the sun we would
freeze to death.
We have also learned
that when we become ill it
is due to an imbalance in
our body and health only
comes when our bodies
have been restored to balance.
Why then, is balance
so important? It’s important, because when we’re
balanced we live a happier
and healthier life. In the
book of Luke 2:52 it mentions that Jesus grew in
wisdom. The key word
here is “grew.” We must
be willing to grow in
knowledge.
James 1:5 confirms
that if anyone lacks wisdom let him ask of God,
which gives to all man liberally. Wisdom is divine direction on how to manage
our lives through the obedience of God’s word.
When we look for answers
outside of the road map
given, it usually ends up
catastrophic.
For that reason, scripture warns us that our bodies are the temple of the
Holy Spirit and when neglected, it yields to us unfruitful outcomes. Think of
it like this, if you own an
automobile, it automatically comes with a manual
on how to get the most use

out of that vehicle and if
these instructions are followed the car will render
the proven results.
The manual provides
recommendations such as
the car will need to have
oil changes, rotation of
tires, spark plugs replaced,
battery needs to be serviced and so on. If this is so
important in owning an automobile, then why do we
neglect to read the
owner’s manual for our
bodies, which is the vehicle that transports us from
day to day?
As our automobiles experience blowouts we as
human beings experience
burnouts. It is important
that we maintain proper
rest, nutrition, and exercise so that we don’t become
frustrated
or
fatigued in life. Without
these components in our
daily life, sooner or later
we will experience burned
out.
In order to be restored
to a healthier state, we find
ourselves in the hospital or
on bed rest because the
body needs to be restored
to balance. We must have
a plan for our life, if we are
going to be responsible in
leading others to Christ.
Next week we’ll review
the seven things that Dr.
I.V. Hilliard recommends
for living a balanced or
maximized life.

Kingdom Restoration, Inc.

Faith Based Outreach Ministry
3530 1st Avenue North, Ste. 217
St. Petersburg, Florida 33713

(727) 564-1389
Pastor Shurrea Daniels

Motto: Restoring One Life At A Time

We provide independent services to young women,
between the ages of 18-21, that have aged out of foster care.
Services Offered:
Community Housing, Life Skills, Financial Planning
Performing Arts and Technical Assistance
We also Offer:
E.V.E. Enrichment Classes on Monday and Wednesday 6-8 p.m.
Every 3rd Saturday Women’s Ministry 1-3 p.m.

Visit Us At http://www.kingdomrestoration.info/
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